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Thank you for purchasing Triangles,
the unique 90-card alternative to
traditional playing cards. Each deck
comes with rules for the original
game plus a bonus game designed for
playing with any Triangles deck. As
more themed decks are released,
more games are presented – can you
collect them all? Visit the website to
learn more:

www.strackspel.se/english/triangles
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THIS IS ORIGINAL
Triangles comes in a variety of collectible decks.
Each has a distinct theme. You’re currently
holding the Original edition which features photos
from the world cities of Sydney, Los Angeles and
London.
The Game Crafter’s “Trick Taking Challenge”:
Triangles was inspired by the “Trick Taking
Challenge” hosted by TheGameCrafter.com. This
rule book contains rules for two games. The
second game is the one entered to the contest.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
 81 regular cards (triangle pieces)
 9 jokers (whole triangles)
 1 rule book
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INTRODUCTION
Each Triangles deck comes with 81 regular cards
and 9 jokers. The regular cards represent 1/3 a
piece of a triangle, cut in one of three ways:
Vertical
cut

Horizontal
cut

Centered
cut

Each piece is numbered 1-3. The numbers 1, 2 and
3 of the same cut make a complete triangle – this
is relevant in some games but not all.
Finally, there are three colors in each deck and
each specific card comes in three identical copies.
In this Original edition, the colors are:

Blue
Los Angeles

Purple
London
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Yellow
Sydney

Note that the colors and cities are for visual effect
only and do not affect game play. You can play
any Triangles game with any Triangles deck. This
rule book contains rules for two games. You can
download more games on the website.
The jokers, referred to as “Whole” or “True”
triangles, are complete triangles as opposed to
triangle pieces. Their function varies from game to
game and in some games they are not used at all.
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THE GAMES
GAME #1: Triangle Mayhem
This is the base Triangles game, found in all
Triangles decks.
Complete triangles by placing cards at the center
of the table. Three pieces numbered 1-3 of the
same cut make up a complete triangle. The table
is free for all and during their turn anyone can be
the one to place the final piece of an already
existing triangle, snatching points before the other
players.
Whoever completes a triangle by placing the last
piece collects the three cards from it and keeps
them for scorekeeping. Pure triangles (all three
cards are of the same color) are worth double
points. A fast game suitable for 2+ players.
Sorting tip: In this game it’s best to sort cards in your
hand based on cut.
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Prepare the game:
Remove the Whole Triangles (jokers) from the
deck. Shuffle the deck, deal three cards to each
player and place the rest face down in a draw pile.
The player to the left of the dealer goes first.
During your turn:
 Play minimum 1 and maximum 3 cards
(triangle pieces) by placing them from your
hand at the center of the table. Each piece may
either continue or complete an existing triangle
(place them next to each other), or be used to
start a new one. You may if you wish continue,
complete and start multiple triangles during
the same turn.
 Draw 1, 2 or 3 new cards from the draw pile so
that you always end your turn with three cards
in your hand.
If a piece can be used in an already existing
triangle it may not be used to start a new triangle.
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For example, if there’s already a card at the centre
of the table of a horizontal cut and with the
number 2, a card of the same cut with either the
number 1 or 3 may not be used to start a new
triangle. It must instead be placed together with
its’ matching piece. A second card of the same cut
and with the same number, however, may be
used to start a new triangle.
It is likely that you will have many triangles in the
making at the same time, so make sure to have
enough table space.
If you play multiple cards during the same turn,
they can but do not have to be part of the same
triangle. You may for example play two pieces to
complete a triangle and one to start a new one,
finish multiple triangles, or start several new
triangles.
If you happen to have three different pieces of the
same cut in your hand you may play all three to
instantly score them.
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Pure triangles:
A complete triangle made of three cards of the
same color is called a “pure” triangle. These are
worth two points per card.
Fast draw-and-play:
Quick players may immediately play a card that
they draw if they can and want to, if it’s done
before the next player makes a move and without
pause for thought. Draw a new card so that you
always have three in your hand.
Scoring points:
Whoever places the final piece of a triangle
collects all three cards. Keep them face up in front
of you for scorekeeping. Keep two piles: one with
pure triangles and one with unpure triangles. One
card is one point, except in pure triangles where
one card is two points.
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If a player has wrongfully claimed a triangle –
which would be easily discovered at the end of the
game when triangles don’t add up – that triangle
is worth -1 point per card, as are any pieces left at
the center of the table as a result of the wrongly
claimed pieces.
Ending the game:
The game ends when the final triangle is
complete. The game will always add up, meaning
all cards will be played and all triangles will be
completed. If this is not the case, it means
someone has made a mistake or a card is missing
from the deck – see above.

VISIT www.strackspel.se/english/tutorials
TO WATCH PLAYTHROUGH VIDEOS OF MANY OF
THE GAMES, INCLUDING TRIANGLE MAYHEM.
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GAME #2: Triangle Tricks
This game was created for the Trick Taking
Challenge hosted by TheGameCrafter.com. It is
only included in the “Triangles: Original” deck.
This is a trick-taking game with a twist in which
points can stack up quickly. A medium-length
game suitable for 2-7 players.
Prepare the game: Shuffle the cards, including
jokers, and deal 12 to each player. The player to
the left of the dealer goes first. Have a pen and
paper ready for scorekeeping.
Aim of the game: Be the player with the highest
valued card (1-3, Trump) of the current color to
take the trick and score points. First to 150 points
– or whatever is agreed upon before the game
begins – wins the game.
Sorting tip: In this game it’s best to sort cards in your
hand based on color.
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How to play:
1. The first player of the trick plays a single card
from the hand, determining cut and color.
2. Other players must follow suit by playing a card
of the same color, or a Trump card (joker) of
either the same color, same cut, or both. If
you cannot follow suit you must instead forfeit
a card of a different color. If you have no
regular cards of the current color but a
playable joker, you do not have to play the
joker and may choose to forfeit a card instead.
3. Whoever has the highest valued card (1-3, or
Trump) takes the trick. That player places all
cards played during the trick, including all
rounds (see point 4 below) and any forfeited
cards, in a pile face up in front of them for
scorekeeping.
4. If two or more players are tied another round
commences for the same trick. This is
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regardless of how many players were tied –
everyone is still in the race! The color and cut
remains the same but the previously played
cards no longer matter in terms of who will win
the trick. It is the highest value of the new
round that wins. A trick can continue like this
for multiple rounds until a winner is found, and
a strategic player might play lower cards first
to trick their opponents to pit their higher
cards against each other.
5. The winner of the trick plays a new card to
determine a new cut and color. The game
continues like this until players run out of
cards, at which point the scores are tallied and
written down.
6. Reshuffle the cards and deal 12 new ones.
Trump cards: The nine Whole Triangles are Trump
cards. They beat any regular cards, however
there’s no difference between the Trump cards
and a tie is thus still possible.
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If a player does not have any regular cards of the
current color but does have a playable Trump
card, he or she does not have to play the Trump
card – you may save it if you wish.
If no players have the current color: In the event
that all players have forfeited a card the trick is
declared dead. All played cards are discarded. The
player who started the last trick starts a new trick.
Points: Regular cards are worth their value (1-3)
while Trump cards are worth 5 points. Before
shuffling and dealing new cards, write down
everyone’s scores.
Winning the game: Whoever first reaches 150
points – or whatever has been agreed before the
game begins – is the winner. If two or more
players reach 150 during the same turn, whoever
has the most points wins. If this is a tie, deal new
cards for another turn.
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